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New Firefox profile for playing around
→ If you crash something …  :-)

Windows
{Windows-key + R}, “firefox.exe -p”
path:
C:\Users\USER\AppData\Roaming\Mozilla\Firefox\Profiles

Linux
Open terminal,
run “firefox -p”
path: /home/USER/.mozilla/firefox

OS X
open terminal
/Applications/Firefox.app/Contents/MacOS/firefox-bin --profilemanager



Countermeasures against webtracking 
for Firefox (setting named “DNT1”, see the study)

If possible: Use Firefox ESR (higher frequency!)
Only search engines:
Ixquick, DuckDuckGo, Qwant, Startpage

=> promise of data      
 protection (one needs 

to believe that ...)

https://www.mozilla.org/en-US/firefox/organizations
https://ixquick.com/
https://duckduckgo.com/
https://www.qwant.com/
https://startpage.com/




Only 3 local standard fonts (less data broadcastet, 
smaller fingerprint)

Here with Windows fonts,
other for Mac, Linux, BSD

https://wiki.mozilla.org/Fingerprinting


Set language to en-us,en (most widespread, smaller 
fingerprint)



External applications: Always ask (less data broadcastet, 
smaller fingerprint, better security)



Send Do-not-track header
Change settings for local storage



Block 3rd party cookies
Automatic deletion of locally stored markers



Stop sending you entries in the address bar to search 
engines



Set cache disk to 0 MB (less tracking pixels)



Disable automatic update of search engines (Google 
won't come back ...)



Set necessary plugins to always ask (e. g. Flash Player, 
PDF reader), disable the rest. Drastically reduces the 
amount of broadcastet data and the fingerprint. Improves 
the security, deactivates exploitable plugins.



Measures in about:config



In case of Firefox/Iceweasel on Debian:

Set user agent to standard version of actual release
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:37.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/37.0 or for x64 to

Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux x86_64; rv:37.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/37.0

Much more widespread than
Mozilla/5.0 (X11; Linux i686; rv:37.0) Gecko/20100101 Firefox/37.0 Iceweasel/37.0.1

--> Leave small user group, enter bigger user group.
Right mouse click in about:config, new string

general.useragent.override



Stop telling, from which site you come

Stop telling public IP beside proxy via JS and WebRTC
media.peerconnection.enabled    = false

Stop telling your location
geo.enabled                     = false

Stop pre-loading of linked sites (via http)
network.dns.disablePrefetch     = true

network.prefetch-next           = false

Right mouse button
& context menue, or
double click on entry



AddOns
- Prefer encrypted version of sites

Surveillants at net hubs only see, that you connect to 
https://site1.eu, not what you do there

HTTPS everywhere
- Block 3rd party JS e. g. JS from tracker.com on site1.eu

=> mainly fingerprinters
NoScript  (setup next slide)

- Apply preconfigured filter lists for 3rd party 
tracking domains (blacklisting)
block at site1.eu connection to google.com, facebook.com, 
tracker1.de, tracker2.at, ...

uBlock (default filter lists, more available)

https://www.eff.org/https-everywhere
https://noscript.net/
https://chrismatic.io/ublock


Setup NoScript

Allow JS from 1st
and 2nd party
(site1.eu, prefix/site1.eu, site1.eu/subsite1, ...)



Delete 3rd party JS fingerprinters, who bought their 
place on the NoScript whitelist



Block iframes and WebGL, apply also to manually 
whitelisted sites.



Now we have got:
- Only search engines, who promise data protection
- No activation of plugins w/o confirmation
- Blocking of all 3rd party cookies
- Storage of cache markers only in RAM
- Deletion of locally stored markers at end of session
- Blocking of 3rd party cache elements (depending 

on timeliness of filter blacklists)
- Reduced data output to fingerprinters
- Blocking of 3rd party fingerprinters
(+) Acceptable user comfort!
(-) External password manager needed

Sometimes 3rd party JS is necessary
Very seldom: Necessity of 3rd party cookies



DO! NOT! TRACK! Hardcore (setting DNT4)
Masochist setting :-)
- Like before
- Block all cookies
- Block all Javascript
- Turn all plugins off
- Set user agent to v31, the actual ESR (bigger 

user group)
- Request Policy Contd. instead of uBlock
- Deactivate Request Policie's automatic whitelists
- Block all 3rd party requests by default.
- Stepwise activation of 3rd party requests, 
cookies and Javascript (manual whitelisting)

https://requestpolicycontinued.github.io/


Setup Request policy





Manual activation of requests



Now we have got:
- Standard setting like before
- Maximum protection from 3rd party tracking:

only necessary 3rd party request are allowed
- Maximum protection from 1st party tracking:

cookies and JS (evil fingerprinters!) only active, 
when allowed

- A big anonymity group: Firefox ESR users w/o JS 
and w/o cookies

(+) highest privacy and security, home-grown!
(-) a really, really bad user experience

=> Play around. Find you own compromise!


